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Abstract

The assessment of success and consequently the
benefits arising from any kind of information system
(IS) initiative is extensively addressed in the general IS
literature [14], [15], [43], [14], [18], [8], [26] and the
specialized IOS literature [30], [33], [51], [12]. Still,
the realization of expected benefits is not shown in
many cases [59], [47]. This situation arises partly due
to insufficient use of IT investment evaluation methods
and IT benefits realization processes [23], [66].
Additional complexity is added by the very nature of
mostly intangible or soft benefits [6] that cannot be
measured explicitly. A third influential factor,
triggered by the different types of organizations,
industries and business strategies (in various
combinations), is created by an abundance of expected
and realized benefits that cannot be identified easily
[67].
The heterogeneous field of different types of
benefits, different granularity of measurement/
assessment methodologies/ methods and the need for a
rigorous but nonetheless relevant approach motivated
the following research question:
What kind of benefits can be achieved in real-world
IOS implementations based on a common research
methodology using a broad empirical database?
Our research seeks to use and extend a recently
developed framework for the assessment of expected
and realized benefits in organizations. The framework
was developed with the help of an established case
study methodology (eXperience, [56]), which is based
on a comprehensive empirical database (more than 140
case
studies)
documenting
real-world
IS
implementations.
The remaining paper is structured as follows: First,
we will discuss the state of the art and the
shortcomings in current research dealing with IS and
IOS benefits. Next, we introduce our research
methodology. We provide background information on
the eXperience database and the expectations-benefits
framework (exp-ben). The following chapter presents
our research findings. The last chapter provides
conclusions from this research, limitations and
potential for further research.

Businesses are increasingly engaging in interorganizational collaboration. At the same time,
assessing the benefits and the success of an interorganizational system is still a challenge. Academia
and businesses alike struggle with insufficient
assessment methods and benefits measurement
processes. Our research applies and extends a recently
developed framework for the assessment of expected
and realized benefits in IS implementation projects
(expectations-benefits framework). The framework was
developed using an established case study
methodology (eXperience methodology) including
more than 140 case studies of real-world IS projects.
In this paper we selected a sample of 16 suitable
cases for the study of inter-organizational information
systems and found 190 realized and 59 unexpected
benefits in the described implementation projects. The
findings show several patterns in the benefits in
relation to the existing integration scenarios and the
benefits categories.

1. Introduction
Enterprise applications are the second most
significant IT priority according to a recent survey of
1500 CIOs in 30 industries and 48 countries [41]. Still,
there is a significant uncertainty about the benefits
contribution of IT investments to the organization [38].
Businesses are increasingly involved in various kinds
of collaborative activity ranging from simple electronic
document exchange (e.g. orders and invoices) to
complex supply networks with interfaces to business
partners on many different levels. Nevertheless, “[…]
even as B2B projects are proliferating, for many
companies, the status of their multi-enterprise
integration projects is in the same condition as their
internal integration was in the mid-1990s” [36]. Many
companies still appear to be struggling with the
implementation of inter-organizational systems (IOS)
that are optimized for their needs.
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2. Benefits of IS

3. Benefits of IOS

Benefits of information systems (IS) and especially
inter-organizational information systems (IOS) have
been studied by academics for some decades. The
assessment of any kind of added value to the
organization proves to be challenging, as many
perceived or expected benefits cannot be measured
explicitly [15]; starting with pure cost-based benefits
[2] the findings range from individual [64] to
organizational impacts [43].
Given that IS benefits differ in scope, depth, and
context several attempts have been made to create a
classification of benefits. Classification frameworks
range from models making a distinction between
tangible, even measurable benefits, and intangible, socalled soft benefits [6], [45]. Additional kinds of
benefits were grouped e.g. according to their nature
into strategic, operational, transactional and tactical
types [22], [28], [27], [21]. Prominent examples of IS
impact research are contributions from DeLone and
McLean [15], [14] who identified individual/
organizational impact (original version) respectively
net benefits (updated version) as dependent factors of
system quality, information quality and service quality.
Further work based on these models can be found e.g.
in [29] or [18]. Up to now, these contributions remain
on a rather high level of abstraction as the
identification of common types of benefits can become
difficult when dealing with different types of IS in
different types of organizations [67].
Organizations and especially information systems
themselves vary in scope, depth and context, which
makes it hard to develop a generic model of perceived
or expected benefits. Therefore, a number of
researchers focused on sub-dimensions such as
consumer impacts [7] or inter-organizational impacts
[20] [51] when dealing with benefit types, ERP
systems [57], Customer Relationship Systems [61] or
Web Services [11] as the source of benefits.
Looking at the empirical background of most works
(source of data) the diversity in number, type and focus
group adds an additional level of complexity to the
aforementioned discussion. They range from case
studies to surveys or even experiments to derive
qualitative findings or to prove hypotheses [28] [15]
[21]. However, a broad and solid empirical database is
seldom used [43]. Without a homogenous and
structured elevation of empirical data the
comparability of results derived from different sources
(academic and/ or business) remains challenging.

Similar observations can be made for the domain of
inter-organizational information systems. As the name
already suggests this special type of IS elevates the
overall complexity of the IS benefits research field by
including external factors (e.g. business partners, interorganizational business processes).
Looking at the development of inter-organizational
research, the first accomplishments in this area were
made during the middle of the last century. Although
electronic data interchange (EDI) remained mainly
within the boundaries of the company, organization
design and inter-organizational cooperation were
already studied by several researchers as early as 1969
[19]. During the following years the term “Interorganizational System” (IOS) was coined and founded
a new stream of research [3] [1]. Dealing with topics
like implementation and effects of EDI the scientific
efforts focused usually on technical issues [13] [23]
[30] [39].
The rise of the Internet era at the beginning of the
90’s gave new impulses to this research area.
Electronic Commerce (EC) and Electronic Business
(EB) added new perspectives as they introduced a
more holistic view of the company and its business
relationships. The pure technical-oriented approach
was enriched by process-oriented and even
institutional-oriented aspects [31] [65] [69].
Following the analysis of Chapter 2, similar
observations can be made regarding the scope, the
source of data and the overall research approach in a
set of prominent IOS benefits research papers [51] [25]
[11] [46] [20] [24] [30] [33] [49] [62] [63] [48] [44]
[16] [9] [4] [58] [37] [17] [60] [12].

3.1. Scope
Most of the aforementioned research papers discuss
impacts on different kinds of organizational
performance [51] [30] [4] [48] [58], dealing with the
relationship between intra- and inter-organizational
collaboration, interdependent benefits from interorganizational systems, the value creation through
inter-organizational relationships, the perceived
benefits of application integration users and benefits
elevated by integration hubs. The results encompass a
mere identification of factors influencing performance
[51] to an analysis of strategic, operational and even
cost-based benefits [30].
A second example for the diversity in IOS benefits
research is provided by the contributions dealing with
B2B E-Commerce and its impact on IT maturity, webbased procurement, the manufacturing industry sector
and the overall impact on the organization [17] [37]
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[60] [63]. With a narrower focus within the domain of
IOS the results proved to be more precise with regard
to e.g. the effect of transaction types on operational
benefits [63] or cost-, relationship- and quality-issues
of B2B E-Commerce systems [60] [37].
In our literature analysis, we looked at Supply
Chain and Supply Chain Management with a focus on
the buyer-supplier relationship and found a case study
from the textile industry [24] [62] [9]. The study shows
a positive impact on operational and strategic benefits
[62] with even more detailed results like the
improvement of product defect rates or quicker
responses to market changes both for product
replenishment and launches of new styles.
Further research could be identified on the value of
EDI [25] [33], the operational and strategic impact of
E-Procurement i.e. a scorecard-like classification of
benefits [46] [44], the benefits of Web Services and the
influence of IOS on Business Transactions, Process
Efficiency and Cooperative Strategy [11] [20] [49]
[16].
From the selected literature, five sub-domains
could be identified that describe benefits impacting on
either a part of an organization, the whole organization
or even several organizations at the same time. These
domains are B2B-Ecommerce, SCM, EDI, EProcurement and Web Services. Additionally, four
specific areas were found in which benefits can arise:
Business
Transactions,
Process
Efficiency,
Cooperative Strategy and the overall Organizational
Performance. The identification and analysis of IOS
benefits that can occur within different levels of the
inter-organizational collaboration (cf. for different
integration levels to: Technical Integration: [39];
Organizational Integration: [40] [3] [35]; Institutional
Integration: [10]) mainly encompass a partial analysis
of a specific area in a specific domain.

Case studies are another popular method for
making use of empirical data [25] [20] [24] [33] [48]
[9] [12]. Typically, the studies are limited to one or at
most two in-depth case studies for a detailed and
specific discussion about the benefits and their
particular impact on the special case(s) presented. This
approach leads to higher granularity in the overall
benefits research but is simultaneously limited to its
unique context, as it is not complemented by further
comparable cases or other empirical data. Only one
approach [33] uses 14 case studies to build on a
broader and comparable empirical database but again is
limited by its scope (benefits through EDI).
Further articles with an empirical background use
interviews within their research domain, which also
differ in focus groups and number. Some contributions
are limited to the presentation of conceptual
frameworks or models for IOS benefits. These models
are still subject to empirical testing respectively
validation.

3.3. Research approach
The research approaches used in previous literature
are also characterized by inherent variance. Surveybased contributions are based on a positivist
epistemology and are used to develop research
frameworks based on hypotheses. Typically, some kind
of benefit aspects respectively performance issues are
defined as dependent variables. These range from
organizational/ operational benefits to process
efficiency. Although most of these studies show
significant results, the comparability and hence the
applicability of these research models is difficult due to
different theoretical backgrounds, independent
variables and hypotheses.
The same impression of diversity holds for the case
study-based contributions. The frameworks used for
structuring the case(s) and presenting the findings are
difficult to consolidate. One framework deals with
analytical lenses like business strategy, design/
logistical processes, cooperative strategies, IOS
applications and market context [24]. Another attempts
to categorize its findings according to the
organizational setup, the information flows and their
related documents [33].
There is no common or unified research approach
that would allow the comparability of results.
Furthermore, it is hard to identify a concept for future
or ongoing research in terms of extending the empirical
database or at least extending the knowledge gained so
far by adding e.g. new benefit dimensions or
identifying new triggers contributing to an overall
benefit model.

3.2. Data source
Typical foundations of the findings in the IOS
benefits research field are benefit frameworks or
models that are empirically derived or tested. Six of the
identified research papers represent positivist research
using large-scale surveys to prove or reject a set of
hypotheses [51] [49] [62] [44] [37] [17]. The studies
differ in the number of participants (ranging from 39 to
245) and the informant groups are quite heterogeneous.
High-level management participants (such as CEOs, IT
executives or vice presidents) are most often addressed
by the questionnaires [51] [49] [37] [17]. Two surveys
include employees at all levels of the organization but
fail to map the specific benefits to the specific groups
of employees.
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The underlying case study method and our content
analysis follow the steps suggested by the eXperience
methodology [56].

Consequently, in our research we tried to overcome
these deficiencies by applying and extending a recently
developed framework for the assessment of expected
and realized benefits in organizations. This framework
was developed with a uniform research approach using
an established case study methodology (eXperience,
[56]), draws data from a comprehensive empirical
database (more than 140 case studies) and has a
distinct scope of real-world IS. The following
paragraph explains the background of the existing
methods that we used for our study.

4.1. eXperience case studies as data source
The eXperience methodology [56] provides a set of
tools and methods to document cases on real-world IS
implementations and has, over the last ten years,
collected an extensive number of best practice
experience reports. It was specifically designed for the
collection and the transfer of information contained in
a multi-level case study structure. The methodology is
complemented by a toolset providing templates for (1)
the writing of case studies, (2) a classification and
electronic storage in an online database and (3) means
for organizing events and/ or workshops for knowledge
transfer and teaching. All cases follow a common
classification scheme, which make them suited for a
structured cross-case analysis.
The structure of a case represents the description of
an existing enterprise system implementation and the
complementary practices in an organization. It
encompasses (1) a description of the organizations and
actors involved, (2) the business scenario including the
partners and the overall business strategy, (3)
objectives, expectations and desired benefits, (4) the
outcome of the project and (5) realized benefits/
advantages and shortcomings. A rigorous data
validation and editorial process ensure veracity and
quality before the case is published in the database.

4. Research approach
We follow an explorative research approach in
adopting the aforementioned expectations-benefits
framework (Exp-Ben). The Exp-Ben model was
developed by Schubert and Williams [52] based on
more than 140 case studies of real-world IS
implementation projects. Due to the limited scope and
depth of current frameworks for benefits identification
and assessment the authors [52] set out to “(1) assist
organizations locate and understand the benefits of
their enterprise systems activities and (2) to contribute
to extending current theorisations about the business
benefits of enterprise systems“. This framework
thereby covers potential deficiencies mentioned in
chapter 3.3 (Research Approach).
As data source the Exp-Ben framework builds
upon the eXperience case study database [56] (more
than 140 case studies of real-world IS
implementations). Its benefit categories and the
benefits themselves were derived in a long-term crosscase analysis, which led to four benefit categories
(Business Design, Management, Functional Areas and
Information Technology and Infrastructure) and 68
benefits.
For our research the scope for applying the ExpBen framework was set to all eXperience case studies
dealing with inter-organizational implementation
projects (96 of 144 case studies). This seemed
reasonable as (1) the assessment of the framework
following the same methodology would lead to directly
comparable results and (2) the findings would
contribute to the continuous development of the ExpBen framework.
Case study research itself is widely accepted [32]
and most suitable for understanding phenomena in
organizational context [68] by either validating
existing theories or inductive theory building [5]. Our
research follows the first approach as we use an
existing theory trying to validate and extend it in the
specific topic area of IOS implementation projects. For
the analysis of the data we used content analysis
techniques described in [42] [34] [50].

4.2. Expectations-benefits framework
The development of the original expectationsbenefits framework by Schubert and Williams [52]
followed a three-step procedure: Initialization phase,
Exploration phase and Consolidation phase.
The initialization phase included a thorough
literature analysis of enterprise systems benefits and
their implications followed by the development of
corresponding research questions. The exploration
phase consisted of a cyclical process of data reduction
and coding where three independent researchers
conducted a context analysis of a set of case studies
and performed the corresponding coding. Codes were
then reviewed and refined. This process was repeated
with a next set of case studies. The consolidation phase
at last served for the development of the final
taxonomy by aggregating the collection of identified
codes.
The model consists of four main categories where
benefits could be identified: Business Design,
Management, Functional Areas and Information
Technology & Infrastructure.
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research approach, and (2) we add to the existing
content of the expectations-benefits model by using the
same taxonomy and thereby contributing to the
continuous update process.

Business Design incorporates benefits related to
strategic objectives and the underlying processes and
workflows. Typical criteria are complexity, integration,
competitiveness or outsourcing. The Management

Figure 1. Research steps
category encompasses benefits around the access and
use of resources, such as levels of employees, product
design or cost aspects. Typical criteria are costs,
productivity, availability or quality. The Functional
Areas include elements of the organization’s value
chain, e.g. modules and functions of an ERP-system.
Typical criteria are quality of planning, sales chances,
customer loyalty and quality of service. Information
Technology and Infrastructure deal with inter- and
intra-organizational technological components such as
applications or databases. Typical criteria are
availability, usability, reliability or stability.
The latest version of the model can be found in
[55]. Due to its cyclical and iterative character the
elements of the model (the actual benefits) are
constantly being refined and new elements are added
as more and more case studies are analyzed and added.
Therefore, the list of potential benefits is never
complete which contributes to a constant update of the
database of benefit codes.

Our approach started with a literature research and
the development of our research question based on the
state-of-the-art (cf. Chapter 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). The
content analysis was conducted by two independent
researchers adapting the existing taxonomy of the
expectations-benefits framework to a set of case
studies with inter-organizational background. During
Table 1. Pre-developed classification scheme of
integration scenarios for case study selection
Scenario
Type
Integration
scenario 1
Integration
scenario 2
Integration
scenario 3

4.3. Research steps
Our own research focuses on the extension of the
taxonomy for the sub-domain of inter-organizational
implementation projects. As stated earlier, the
eXperience database includes more than 140 case
studies of enterprise systems implementations. Interorganizational implementation scenarios are described
in a significant number of these cases studies (96 of
144 cases).
We adapted a similar three-step procedure as
Schubert and Williams [52] for the development of the
original exp-ben model (cf. Figure 1). (1) We follow an
explorative research approach as we deal with existing
partial analyses without a general and holistic approach
with respect to the research domain (scope), the
empirical database (data source) and a common

Integration
scenario 4

Integration
scenario 5

Description
Realization of integration via an
access gateway (e.g. order placement
of a supplier via VMI access)
Realization of integration via an
integration gateway (e.g. order data
transfer from an ERP-system to a
Warehouse-Management-System)
Realization of integration via an
intermediary infrastructure (e.g.
exchange of electronic invoices via
an EDI network)
Realization of integration via a direct
access to a self-operated central
system (e.g. exchange of order data
between external locations/ service
partners etc.)
Realization of integration via a
central integration platform (e.g.
providing business process and data
exchange between interest groups)

this iterative process we purposefully chose case
studies for our analysis using a pre-developed
classification scheme of integration scenarios based on
the eXperience database ([53], [54]).
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This classification scheme suggests five different
types of inter-organizational implementation scenarios
(cf. Table 1): (1) Parallel use of different information
systems with manual external access, (2) Parallel use
of different information systems with a direct partner
integration, (3) Parallel use of different information
systems by an intermediary, (4) Joint use of a selfoperated, central system and (5) Joint use of a central
system operated by an intermediary.
Instead of applying the expectations-benefits model
to all 96 case studies we chose to select a subset of
cases classified by the aforementioned classification
scheme. We started our analysis by choosing one
representative case for each integration scenario type.
Based on the taxonomy of the expectations-benefits
framework
both
researchers
conducted
a
comprehensive content analysis verifying and
complementing the so far developed coding scheme.
After this step both researchers agreed upon the final
list of benefits after a thorough discussion. This
process was repeated several times. During this
iteration phase it became obvious that there were (1)
only few cases available for a deeper analysis of

manufacturing sector. Our evaluation results are
presented in the following section.

5. Benefits in IOS implementations
Overall, we investigated 16 case studies (four of
each integration scenario) in the manufacturing
industry. This means every case study organization is a
producer of certain goods or type of goods. The
following discussion of our findings contains
exemplary descriptions of the case study organizations.

5.1. Occurrence of benefits
We found that the overall occurrence of benefits is
dependent on the benefit category and the integration
scenario (cf. Table 2). The majority of the benefits
could be found on the level of Business Design. The
highest number (26) occurs in cases describing
integration scenario 3 (Parallel use of different
information systems by an intermediary). At a closer
look all four case studies (Freitag, Pasta, Inficon and
Schindler) contain a similar amount of benefits from

Table 2. Occurrence of benefits relative to integration scenario and benefits categories
Integration
scenario 1

Integration
scenario 2

Integration
scenario 3

Integration
scenario 4

16

13

26

16

71

11

11

8

4

34

Functional
Areas

10

5

9

4

28

Information
Technology &
Infrastructure

15

10

17

15

57

52

39

60

39

Sum = 190

Business
Design
Management

Total

Total

their inter-organizational scenario via the intermediary
service provider. Three of four reported a significant
reduction in process complexity, an increase of process
efficiency and the potential for future growth.
All three benefits can be explained in connection
with the role of the intermediary and its outsourcing
services with respect to insufficient self-organized
processes. The company Freitag wanted to pursue a
more
aggressive
growth
strategy
including
internationalization. The inter-organizational setup
gave them the opportunity to integrate their sales
processes with B2B and B2C customers alike. Inficon

integration scenario 5 (only 2 case studies) and (2) it
would be reasonable to focus on one industry branch
for better comparability. So we decided to use the same
amount of four case studies for each remaining
integration scenario (altogether 16 case studies) within
the manufacturing sector (there were too few cases
available for the other industry sectors).
Therefore, we were able to perform a comparative
analysis with regard to occurrence in each scenario and
preserve a higher degree of comparability by analyzing
organizations from one industry sector, namely the
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and Schindler were seeking to expand their business
with a new e-procurement system. Pasta Premium went
through an organizational change and had to enter into
a highly specialized food market sector.
The second area showing a lot of realized benefits
is Information Technology and Infrastructure. Again,
integration scenario 3 has most counts for benefits with
both integration scenarios 1 (Bell, Chocolat Frey, Tris
and Aebi) and 4 (Ziehl-Abegg, Scott, Abex, Strack)
following close behind.
For this level, the results turned out to be more
unique for each case. Ranging from benefits
concerning data administration (e.g. availability or
accurateness) to the software itself (e.g. preserving
functionality or support of employees) the
organizations provided no recognizable pattern or
occurrence of certain IT-related benefits. This
observation could be a hint towards the unique and
distinct character of every kind of implementation
project, making it hard to find a common pattern at
least on the IT level.
Management benefits occur quite often in the first
three integration scenarios. Not surprisingly, the main
benefit in this category is the reduction of costs
(overall 9 times), may it be one-time savings (e.g.
license costs) or regular savings (e.g. process costs).
The productivity is mentioned 5 times, the satisfaction
of employees is mentioned 4 times. Interestingly, the
employees seem to be more productive in integration
scenario 1 (Parallel use of different information
systems with manual external access). Trisa
implemented a logistics system equipped with mobile
handhelds that improved the internal logistics
processes. Chocolat Frey set up a vendor-managed
inventory for suppliers leading to improved capacity
utilization. Aebi installed a portal for B2B customers
thereby improving the efficiency of the CRM processes
and leading to a more productive working
environment. A causal relationship between integration
scenario 1 and the improved employee productivity
could not be identified directly. An investigation of
more case studies allocated in the same scenario would
be necessary.
The low occurrence of benefits in scenario 4 could
be explained by the potentially high overload in
managing a self-operated, central system to conduct
inter-organizational
collaboration.
Only
one
organization (Ziehl-Abegg) named 3 of these 4 benefits
located in cost improvement, reduction of complexity
and the support of relevant activities.
The last benefit category (Functional Areas) is
most often seen in integration scenarios 1 and 3 (10
resp. 9 times). Here, the availability of a functional
integration with suppliers (4 times) and business
partners (3 times) is seen as the most beneficial factor

within this category. The fairly low numbers in
integration scenarios 2 and 4 are puzzling at first sight,
but it seems as if the main focus within these scenarios
are mainly customer-related benefits (6 of overall 9
beneficial effects).
Furthermore, both the Management and Functional
Areas have a slightly lower number of benefits than the
Business Design or the Information Technology and
Infrastructure categories. Setting this into relation with
the overall number of benefits identified so far in each
category of the Exp-Ben framework (Business Design:
15, Management: 13, Functional Areas: 16 and
Information Technology and Infrastructure: 24), it is
remarkable that there are so many Business Design
related beneficial effects within the inter-organizational
settings. It seems as if collaboration projects have a
higher perception rate as important strategic and
organizational enablers.

5.2. Occurrence of unexpected benefits
During our analysis of the case studies we found
that there were also unexpected benefits besides the
expected or planned beneficial effects. Unexpected
means that the noted beneficial effects were either not
expected beforehand or not defined beforehand. In the
first case the organization did not anticipate the
benefits within their project planning. In the second
case the benefits were somehow anticipated but not
stated explicitly at the beginning of the case study.
The occurrence of unexpected effects was quite
surprising. First of all, both categories Business Design
and Management had the highest outcome of
unexpected positive impact (23 both). Especially
integration scenario 1 organizations found additional
benefits (8 times). Chocolat Frey registered a
significant optimization of their processes along with
an increase of the attached business partners.
Trisa had to change their ERP system due to
different reasons. Targets like customer/ supplier
satisfaction were not the main focus of the case study
but mentioned as a benefit from the implementation
project.
Bell reached unexpected benefits by outsourcing
the payroll process (for the management and board
members). The specialized service provider offered
services that had caused huge efforts to build up in an
in-house solution (employee skills, legal requirements).
The remaining categories have hardly any
surprising effect for the investigated organizations. The
unexpected benefits with respect to the Functional
Areas were related to customer satisfaction
respectively the quality of service for the customer. ITrelated benefits have a greater overall distribution
within the set of criteria.
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identify additional (new) benefits codes for the benefits
framework ([52], [55]). Again, this may be due to the
small number of case studies. It might also demonstrate
that the code base is already sufficiently
comprehensive.

6. Summary and Conclusions
The existing heterogeneity in the research field of
IS and IOS benefits (different types of benefits and
different granularity of measurement/ assessment
methodologies/ methods) motivated us to study the
following research question:
What kind of benefits can be achieved in real-world
IOS implementations based on a common research
methodology with a broad empirical database?
We adapted a recently developed framework for the
assessment of expected and realized benefits in
organizations. This framework is build upon an
established case study methodology (eXperience, [56]),
based on an extensive empirical database (more than
140 case studies) consisting of real-world IS
implementations.
We investigated 16 case studies (four of each
integration scenario) in the manufacturing industry and
identified 190 realized benefits in inter-organizational
collaboration scenarios. Overall 59 of them were
unexpected benefits occurring due to unknown side
effects of the implementation project and its outcome
or due to the missing explication at the beginning of
the project. The results show a very differentiated and
for each case study almost unique set of beneficial
effects. The impacts on Business Design and IT have
the highest occurrence from which several conclusions
can be drawn based on the case study descriptions:
(1) In integration scenario 3 reduction in process
complexity, increase of process efficiency and
potential for future growth are likely to be achieved
with an intermediary.
(2) Due to the unique and distinct character of
every kind of implementation project, it is hard to find
a common pattern at least on the IT level.
On the other hand, the low occurrence of benefits in
some integration scenarios and categories lead to the
following conclusions:
(3) A causal relationship between integration
scenario 1 and the improved employee productivity
could not be identified. An investigation of more case
studies allocated in the same scenario would be
necessary.
(4) Low beneficial effects with respect to resource
management could be explained by the potentially high
overload in managing a self-operated, central system to
conduct inter-organizational collaboration.
A potential limitation of this study is the number of
cases investigated. Further cases need to be identified
to show or confirm patterns between benefits codes
and company context and the fit of the findings with
the expectations-benefits framework.
Following a thorough content analysis based on the
expectations-benefits framework we were not able to
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